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1. SUMMARY

The second Winning Advisers Regional Series took place across two locations and two dates in the North of 
the UK and in the South West, on Tuesday 30 April and Thursday 2 May. This document summarises the key 
issues raised in the topics discussed during the roundtables that took place on each day. 

Winning Advisers – the Regional Series is a hybrid of the A Meeting of Minds Winning Advisers event that is an 
annual strategic forum organised by Owen James. The events offered some 60 plus CEOs/Managing Directors/
Owners - who are responsible for setting the business strategy of their organisations - and CIOs/Heads of 
Investment - who set the overarching investment strategy for the organisation, to come together with product 
and service providers keen to engage with them on a strategic level. These events provide a neutral 
environment where they can examine industry issues, opportunities and develop business strategies to address 
them.  

Participants enjoy access to strategic insight, active involvement in shaping the industry and networking at the 
highest level. 

Each day was a blend of roundtable sessions addressing a pre-researched and pre-agreed agenda with open 
discussion led by objective and professional moderators; keynotes provided by external speakers whose remit 
is to spark debate and encourage fresh and original thinking; plus substantial networking both structured and 
unstructured.  

We have compiled all the headlines, key challenges and solutions/outcomes from the sessions that ran. Some 
topics were covered at more than one venue across the two events. These have been colour coded for ease. 

Black - Rudding Park (30 April 2019) 

Blue- Bowood Hotel (2 May 2019) 

To find out more about taking part at our next Winning Advisers event on the 15th October, please contact 
Charlie Martin at Owen James: charliemartin@owenjamesgroup.com or you can contact her on 01483 862693. 

mailto:emilylandless@owenjamesgroup.com
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2. THIS REPORT

The Roundtable sessions were facilitated by: 

• Roderic Rennison, Rennison Consulting Ltd

• John Chapman, Orion Consultancy Ltd

• Martyn Laverick, Soprano Consulting

• Rod Bryson, Capgemini Invent

• David Beacham, Independent

• David Edwards, Independent Consultant

We are very grateful for the time and energy they have expended on making Winning Advisers – the Regional 
Series a success and hope you will consider this report an interesting, thought-provoking and accessible read. 
As ever, your feedback is much appreciated. 

We would also like to thank the independent experts who were part of the sessions for sharing their 
knowledge and giving us their time and energy both in the run up to this Meeting and on the day. 

3. THE SPONSORS

We would like to thank our sponsors who made the Roadshow possible. The following companies took part 
in the Series and their motivation for taking part is threefold: 

• To be, and be seen as being supportive of the industry;

• To understand the stresses and strains being placed on financial advisory firms and, where possible, respond
to them;

• To talk openly with these business leaders with a view to ensuring that their businesses are strategically
aligned.

Sponsors:
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4. THE REGIONAL SERIES ROUNDTABLE WRITE UPS

How to exit your company on top and be happy with the outcome

Experts: John Chapman - Orion Consultancy Ltd, Keith Hare - Benchmark 

Facilitator: John Chapman - Orion Consultancy Ltd, John Chapman - Orion Consultancy Ltd 

Headlines: 

• A huge amount of Merger and Acquisition activity in the sector

Key challenges: 

• There is a conflict of interest between the wall of Private Equity money that is flooding the market. Their 
short-term investment horizon (3-5 years) conflict with a client’s long-term investment horizon (often 30 years 
plus).

• To have good succession planning we need more new blood in the adviser industry but the traditional routes 
of entry no longer exists. The industry as a whole should invest in new recruitment strategies

Conclusion and solutions: 

• The key to a happy exit is to plan early. Don’t leave things until the last minute, it will restrict your options
• Good succession planning should be reviewed at least once per annum and don’t dismiss the opportunity 

of current staff/advisers acquiring the business from you. Prices are very competitive so that’s not always 
possible. However, Chris Budd’s book, “The Eternal Business” is worth a read. It focuses on how 
Employee Ownership Trusts can be used to transition the business to staff and is worth considering as an 
option)

• Good succession planning means giving staff some security about the future



So you want to go digital? 

Expert: Paul Morley - Intelliflo 

Facilitator: Dave Edwards, Independent 

Headlines:  

• Most companies realise their IT systems are overly complex, having been added to multiple
times over the years without much effective pruning. The most common response is to
simplify systems using new technologies like the public cloud and SaaS platforms, which
help to gain speed and reduce costs. However, these fixes are temporary. Complexity
inexorably creeps back over time, due to the fundamental nature of people and
organisations

• In the long run, managing IT complexity is a function of changing behaviours.  After-the-fact
technical fixes need to be complemented with an approach that seeks to curb complexity
before it is created. It’s not that people don’t buy in to the logic, it’s that they revert to
their old behaviours, because they are deeply ingrained. So, the biggest obstacle is mindset

• While digitisation of your offering appears to be crucial, decision-makers need to
understand the implication of choices on the complexity of digital platforms and adapt their
business models accordingly e.g. by bringing together cross-functional teams, including IT,
advisers, technical analysts, and others

• Consensus to move from embracing to championing technology – “we are on a journey”

Key challenges : 

• Most firms have embarked on technology strategy – different stages of exploration, embracing and
championing technology

• Define evaluation criteria to suit your business model and priorities – importance of getting it right!
• Develop an understanding of what’s out there. Research the market & seek feedback from existing

users
• Due diligence – data security and hosting arrangements are critical
• Not just about cost of ownership – how can technology support my business growth and client

services
• Identify where integrations exist and if not, ask the question – API’s are more common with

technology suppliers
• Can technology be my differentiator – advisers & client retention can be positively impacted if done

well!

Conclusion and solutions: 

• Map the process to identify the hot spots
• Prioritise where technology can play a significant role in delivering efficiency
• Identify what processes can be systemised without impacting value – gift of time for more productive areas
• Collaboration across teams will get you there more quickly – not just an executive decision!
• Collaboration with technology partner will deliver value long term
• Phased approach – agile delivery typically works better than big bang but understand the end game!
• Data migration of legacy data – data cleansing can be an expensive exercise but worth while
• Businesses increasingly valued on the back of data quality and MI – get it right first time where possible!
• Blood, sweat and data will help drive your business in the future
• Technology can also help to reduce risk – data protection and secure communication post GDPR!
• Clients are keen to collaborate with advisers through technology – hybrid model is favoured!
• Adoption strategies need to be inclusive with clients to maximise benefits

5 
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• Staff contracts need to change to fulfil GDPR
• Testing your system ability to delete information
• More work and headache for no advantage to the business workload
• Storage of data – identifying where in your business data is held
• Understanding third party contracts i.e. Google to see where the liability sits and the levels of compensation or

what you could be liable for
• People not 100% sure what can/cannot be done after the 25th May

• Segmentation of clients by engagement can help drive adoption and deliver value quicker
• Develop your own client and staff e-rating to drive adoption - https://www.intelliflo.com/eadviser-index
• Regular evaluation of adoption – what’s working well and where more effort is required. If it moves,

measure it!
• Digital engagement of clients is a strategy not a website or CRM – join the dots!
• Develop tactics to influence in-house teams and client behaviours
• Research shows that firms and advisers which embrace, and champion technology deliver better results!
• Digital is a strategy, not a tactic. Transition over time but understand the end game! Pace of change

means you need to learn and embrace quickly. The next generation is on the horizon.



Preparing for growth 

Expert: Steven Greenfield and David Jones, Dimensional Fund Advisors Ltd 

Facilitator: Martyn Laverick, Soprano Consulting

Headlines: 

Key Challenges: 

• Some firms do have planned growth as part of their business plans even though many see growth as
organic and something that just happens

• Growth is just one factor and efficiency is the other key metric
• Managing capacity is a challenge for many firms both in terms of clients but also their time to work on

the business
• Firms are looking at ways to ‘ring fence’ their liabilities as they grow. No clear path but something they

are conscious of
• Many firms keen on looking at internal sale/ownership at some stage in the future to help them realise

value

• As a business grows, keeping a handle on how efficient it is can be very time consuming. Reviewing
systems, IT etc is a massive task and one not many undertake

• Most firms would prefer to buy just the assets of a firm so they do not take on any liabilities, however
this does not always tie in with what the seller wants

• Client acquisition was something most were thinking of but it ‘felt like a lot of effort’ and many firms
were concerned with their capacity  to look after more clients.

• Smaller firms have significant time restraints to spend on their business as they are working so hard in
it

• Growth seems to happen in many cases organically but some firms do plan for it
• Efficiency is difficult to keep on top of as you grow
• Firms in general are in good health and growing does not seem to be an issue for the majority of them

Conclusion and solutions: 

7
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• There is a new Solicitors Regulatory Authority (SRA) rule book being issued on 25th November 2019
• One of the main impacts is around due diligence on working with professional advisers and this presents a

significant opportunity for those IFA firms that want to work with solicitors.
• The key themes are around “Due Diligence” with a focus on transparency, price & service information

Working with solicitors in 2019 and beyond

Expert: Dave Seagar, SIFA
Facilitator: John Chapman, Orion Consultancy Ltd 

Headlines:

Key challenges:

• Too many individuals and small businesses struggle to access legal services, with only one in ten people using
a solicitor or barrister when they have a legal problem

• A key reason for this is the lack of information about legal services, making it difficult for people to make
informed decisions and weakens competition within the market place

• The current handbook is over 400 pages long and is too comple
• Pages and pages of rules hinder rather than help compliance, it drives up costs rather than promoting good

practice and consumer protection

Key challenges:

• The rules will focus on creating high professional standards and to ensure that it is easier for the public to
access legal services and that it’s easier for solicitors and IFA firms to do business.
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DB transfers: A 2020 view 

Expert: John Glover - Money Alive, Andy Kirby - Money Alive

Facilitator: Martyn Laverick -Soprano Consulting, Martyn Laverick - Soprano Consulting 

 Headlines: 

• Majority of firms comfortable with the triage process and feel that it was well embedded in their 
businesses

• PI insurance not an issue for this audience. Some firms had actually seen a decrease in the cost of 
their cover this year

• Real concerns over FOS and nobody in the room had confidence that they would be treated fairly. 
A view of 'guilty until you can prove otherwise'

• Given the complexity of this area, it was felt that wealthy sophisticated people could get access to 
their money but less wealthy and less sophisticated people couldn’t

• It is imperative that firms build a very close relationship with their PI insurers and treat them like a 
strategic partner in the business. Many firms in the room were doing this already

• The PFS Gold Standard initiative is still in its early days but the impression is that it is not that 
impressive to date. Poor service when applying, the fact that the cosy is per individual rather than 
per company is seen as a money making exercise and many unsure how it will be policed going 
forward

Key challenges: 

• Obtaining PI cover and obtaining it at a cost effective rate is still high on people’s agendas
• Most firms have not had their complaints process etc looked at by a lawyer. Many were advised to do this to 

offer them better protection in this area
• Worry that that advice will be judged in a retrospective way by FOS and no real confidence in a fair hearing 

from FOS

Conclusion and solutions: 

• Firms must build up close working relationships with their PI insurer and start the process of renewal very 
early on. This group of people were proof that this works

• Everyone is implementing more processes that can be well documented to protect themselves from claims
• People are being very strict with the type of clients that they will deal with in this market. Insistent clients 

will not be tolerated
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Companies with a highly engaged workforce more profitable, so what sort of people 
are you looking to hire these days and what are you offering them that makes you so 
special? 

Expert: Claire Elwin - Elwin Consulting - Claire Elwin - Elwin Consulting

Facilitator: Roderic Rennison, Rennsion Consulting Ltd - Roderic Rennison, Rennsion Consulting Ltd

 Consulting Headlines: 

• With employment levels at record highs, good candidates are hard to come by, and recruitment criteria
and processes have inevitably had to change

• “Clients do not come first. Employees come first. If you take care of your employees, they will take care of
the clients.”- Richard Branson

• What differentiates the successful from the non-successful candidates is their alignment to the company’s
values

• To succeed, employees need to translate their skills into motivation driven by purpose and vision
• Once firms do hire the right talent, appropriate remuneration and reward policies are in place, the

attraction, development and retention of key talent requires on-going focus on the human dynamics

Key challenges: 

• Be clear and honest on who you are as a firm and define your Employee Value Proposition to recruit
effectively. Simon Sinek uses ‘The Golden Circle’ to define why some companies or people inspire and some
can’t

• An EVP – an employee value proposition.  It doesn’t have to be complex, but it does define what people will
receive in return for what they bring to a company

• Consider what makes an individual join your firm over someone else’s.  A minority of companies have a vision
and values. A smaller percentage can quote them

• Purpose is a key driver of employee engagement.  We want people to give of their best at work, be
committed to what they do and the company.  A LinkedIn study says purpose driven people are 30% more
likely to be high performers and 50% likely to be promoters of the company

• Do you know how engaged your workforce are?  Deloitte’s research says a quarter of UK employees admit
they aren’t performing at their best.  Culture Amp showed that in 2017 those firms with above median
engagement see significant share price growth in a 12-month period

Conclusion and solutions: 

• As Branson says, ‘train people well enough to leave, treat them well enough so they don’t want to’
• Direct hire: You want your employees to become brand advocates, however big or small you are, your

people become champions on Glassdoor, LinkedIn etc.  Get people to promote your vacancies
• Onboarding: it’s not just induction!
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• Some firms are reviewing processes to be more pro-active in client engagement pre-
retirement

• g. greater use of data and digital services
• Reduced tendency to take cash – perception that clients will still want to access UCLS
• Pathways will provide default options but clients will still require/seek guidance and advice
• Changes to demand for advice will create a commercial dilemma for firms and advisers. Cost

of servicing low value clients will still exist
• Priority will be to establish value services in drawdown e.g. cash flow modelling in de-

accumulation, longevity reviews

Here we go again!! The FCA is consulting on new measures to stop consumers losing 
on pension income when they access their pension freedoms

Expert: Richard Parkin, Richard Parking Consulting - Richard Parkin, Richard Parking Consulting

Facilitator: Dave Edwards, Independent - Dave Edwards, Independent

Consulting Headlines: 

Key challenges: 

Conclusion and solutions: 

• The Retirement Outcomes Review found that full encashment is the most popular option
among consumers

• The vast majority of fully withdrawn pots (88%) continue to be relatively small (under
£30k). As before, around 30% of drawdown sales are non-advised

• There is improved client engagement approaching retirement
• Where values are low e.g. below 50k, advisers are considering referring clients to non-

advised solutions
• Easier, less expensive non-advised journeys could lead to reduced demand for advice
• Firms and advisers are exploring and, in some cases, developing CRP (centralised retirement

proposition) to support Pensions Freedom changes and create an In-Retirement proposition

• In-house advice not perceived to be a big threat to advisers. Feedback suggests that firms
and advisers will retain loyal clients

• Increased scrutiny on charges will influence clients to review non-advised solutions and
determine value v costs

• Customer definitions may cause confusion with firms, advisers and clients. Seek clarity in
consultation

• Clients will be challenged with understanding two processes and where responsibility and
liability for poor outcome sits

• Overall effectiveness of ROR proposals – too early to say and understand some of the
impacts

• Consumers be more inclined to investigate non-advised as an option but recognise value of
advice
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The clock is ticking. Are you ready for the senior managers regime? 

Expert: Tony Bray, threesixty Services Barry Martin, threesixty Services 

Facilitator: Rod Byrsyon - Capgemini Invent, Roderic Rennison - Rennison Consulting 

Headline: 

• Regime already been implemented at banks and building societies but now advisory firms need to comply

Key challenges: 

• Key for every IFA firm to have a clear plan to deal with this. It's important that there are a clear set of 
responsibilities for this within the business and crucially for those holding regulatory responsibilities

• Clear set of questions firms should be asking such as 'do you have the right people in the right roles' and 'is the 
T&C scheme fit for purpose' as well as 'do your tier 1 staff know conduct rules and know the integrity of working 
in the client's interest'?

• Document roles and responsibilities

Conclusion and solutions: 

• The importance of training and culture that firms need to operate in has been highlighted
• If employees are to hold more responsibility and accountability, then there is higher salary expectancy which is 

generally accepted as seen as manageable
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How crucial is it to control all your client’s wealth? Might it be a 
better strategy to be your client’s key financial adviser? 

Expert: Roderic Rennison - Rennison Consulting 

Facilitator: Dave Edwards, Independent 

Headlines: 

• Increasing the amount of your client’s wealth on which you advise is an avenue for growth and there are no issues
introducing business to other firms of expertise so long as control of the client is maintained

• We are moving to a world where the adviser is the biggest part of the value chain
• There is a preference to insource CIP and Discretionary services where possible

Key challenges: 

• Clients want a strong relationship with their IFA and require accessibility, expertise, technical knowledge and
how this can be applied to their specific circumstances – bespoke advice!

• Be aware of increasingly important issues - brand and values, ethical and environmental strategy, digital services
• MIFID II requirements – monitoring and reporting of on-going service delivery
• Increasing scrutiny of charges and costs as a result of regulation changes – price comparison is starting to bite
• Changes in FOS limits – increased limits will result in greater financial risks and PI implications
• Increasing PI costs and scope of cover – number of firms withdrawing from DB market as unable to secure cover
• Technology adoption – high value clients going direct and firms not developing digital services
• Ageing client demographic – attracting and retaining next generation clients is key

Conclusion and solutions: 

• Client forums – feedback sessions to improve services
• Investment proposition review – in-house/outsource/investment philosophy and strategy – evaluation of

performance/cost/time – ongoing due diligence to suit firm and client demographic
• Review of digital services – client engagement, on-going services, communications and marketing including website
• Design and develop multi-channel services – face to face/digital/other
• Review resource allocation – improved business efficiencies and delivery of advisers and client services
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• There are difficulties with the regulator in this area as they want a 'tick box' approach but clients have varying
needs and need more than a 'tick in the box'

• A firm's vulnerable client policy should not be just age related. There were examples of clients in their 50’s
with dementia and others in their 90’s who were extremely capable

• If your decision is to treat the clients as vulnerable, your file should be documented as such
• Most clients have a concern about how they will pay for later life care
• A Green Paper on the Care Act 2014 will provide some clarity in this area.

Dealing with clients in later life 

Expert: Clive Barwell, Wren Sterling  

Facilitator: John Chapman, Orion Consultancy Ltd

Headlines: 

Conclusion and solutions: 

• Encourage the vulnerable client to have either a family member or a trusted adviser (solicitor or
accountant) present at the meeting

• Assess if a client is vulnerable – four key questions: Satisfy yourself that the person understands the
matters you are discussing. Does the client have the ability to mull over the facts? Can the client reach a
conclusion? Can the client communicate that conclusion?

• If necessary, ask a medical practitioner if the client has capacity
• Appoint a family member to have the Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) and the adviser should attend all

meetings so that their role and duties can be explained
• It’s important not to appoint someone of the same generation to have the power of attorney
• Advisers should take control of the process when talking about LPA and wills
• Advisers are seeing a greater need for an “at need” contract e.g. an immediate needs annuity. They aren’t

great value for money and you need the CF8 qualification to advise on these products.

Key challenges: 

• Encourage the vulnerable client to have either a family member or a trusted adviser (solicitor or
accountant) present at the meeting.
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Let's join the 10 year challenge and look at our business models

Expert: Lee Robertson, Octo Members Group 

Facilitator: Rod Bryson, Capgemini Invent 

 Headlines:  

Key challenges: 

Conclusions and solutions: 

• It shouldn't be a race to the bottom regarding rates
• It's about building a sustainable business and focusing on the customer
• Growth in fund value is not enough

• Looking to the future, look to renegotiate with fund group/platform providers
• Concentrate on client engagement to ensure you are offering the best value
• Use technology as much as possible to free up adviser time
• Vary charging structures - different models emerging and no one option is right for all clients
• Think about how you maximise relationships, not only with the client but with the wider family e.g. how 

fees can be reduced for younger members with less assets but key needs

• Understand who is a profitable client and develop your business to
support these clients in a simple, transparent way that demonstrates
service and value
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